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QT FOODS CO., LTD.

Company
Philosophy
"Good Things from Japan to the World"
"Good Things from the World to Japan"

01 Our Mission
The mission of QT Foods is simple yet powerful. Utilizing our 
expertise in trade and logistics, we not only introduce renowned 
Japanese products to the international market but also deliver 
hidden gems that have yet to be discovered in Japan. We strive 
to bring joy to people and cultures across borders and provide 
products that bring smiles to our customers.

02 Our Vision
We value connections that transcend borders and provide joy 
and smiles through import and export.

03 Our Core Values

We value these three values   and use them as guidelines for 
providing the best of Japan to the world and the best of the 
world to Japan.

Deliciousness Health and safety
A true smile born from happiness

Our Business
About Us

The Global Resurgence of 
Japanese Cuisine

We are at the forefront of importing, and exporting authentic 
Japanese food products and cosmetics, aiming to introduce 
these treasures to discerning markets across the globe.
Despite our relatively recent inception, we've already made 
successful inroads into South America and Europe. 2023 marks 
a significant expansion for us, with a foray into thriving markets 
like the UAE's Dubai and Chile.

As health-centric food choices gain traction worldwide, the 
allure of Japanese cuisine — both nutritious and a symbol of 
well-being — has grown exponentially. This upsurge in demand 
is visible not only amongst the discerning elite but also among 
the broader international community. With Japanese food often 
seen as a luxury in many upscale markets, we anticipate 
sustained demand.



Contact Us
Phone:

+81-46-236-1444

Mail:
contact@qtfoods.co.jp

Website:
www.qtfoods.co.jp

Address:
2-12-5 Izumi, Ebina City, 
Kanagawa Prefecture 

243-0437

Iquique

Dubai
Ebina

Our Services &
Distinctiveness

Company 
Overview

Company Name
QT Foods CO., LTD.

Phone
+81-46-236-1444

Capital
10 Million Yen

Our Team
Our globally-aware team, rich in trade and logistics expertise,
stands ready to facilitate and support your needs. With many
having lived and worked across various continents, their 
diverse experiences ensure a seamless interaction for clients 
worldwide.

Our Vision Forward
We are driven by growth and the smiles of global consumers
savoring our exports. While our immediate expansion
sights are set on the Middle East and South America, our
aspirations are truly global. We are poised and excited to
handle inquiries from every corner of the world.

We are relentless in our pursuit of the finest Japanese gourmet 
and treats, ensuring we remain the gold standard for Japanese 
specialties across the globe. Our hands-on approach sees us a 
ttending various exhibitions in Japan, and our direct 
collaborations with manufacturers provide us a competitive 
edge. Whether it's an existing product or a novel request, we're 
equipped to cater. Teamed with FWT Logistics, our esteemed 
logistics partner, our vision is clear : to penetrate untapped
markets and position Japanese products as a global staple. For 
samples or large-scale requirements, we are but a call away.

Established
April 2022

Head Office Location
2-12-5 Izumi, Ebina City, Kanagawa 
Prefecture 243-0437

Representative
Representative Director Kunitake Shinchi

Business Content
Sales, Import & Export of Foods, 
Cosmetics, etc.

Affiliated Company
Qualitex Trading Co., ltd. FWT Logistics Co., ltd.

Partner Bank
Mitsubishi UFJ Bank


